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Utilizing the Federal Data Base:
A Proposal for Modifying SMCRA
By CHARLES A.

BEASLEY, PH.D.*

INTRODUCTION

At a cost of more than $197 million,' state and federal
regulatory authorities have acquired approximately 20 million
units of environmental information 2 relevant to the mine permit
process mandated by the Surface Mine Control and Reclamation
Act of 1977 (SMCRA) 3 since its enactment. Although the interpretation, codification and use of this data base would prove
extremely beneficial to the mining industry, to date this tremendous reservoir of information remains largely untapped, and
needless duplication of effort and expense occurs.
Since the regulatory authority, by virtue of its familiarity
with the area and its access to information obtained through

* Chairman and Professor, Department of Mining Engineering, University of
Missouri-Rolla; Acting Director, Rock Mechanics and Explosive Research Center, University of Missouri-Rolla. B.S. 1957, M.S. 1957, Mining Engineering, Ohio State University; Ph.D. 1969, Mineral Engineering with a minor in Law, University of Minnesota.
Dr. Beasley also served as Regional Director and Assistant Director of the Office of
Surface Mining, Department of the Interior from 1978-1981.
See infra note 6, Table 1, Estimated Information Units and Costs by Program
Element. The numbers on the table are a compilation of the data units, costs and
assumptions as specified in the accompanying narrative.
2 Accumulation of this comprehensive data base has been enabled by:
(a) permit submittals required for all mining operations that contain large
amounts of geologic, hydrologic, biologic, aquatic and demographic data;
(b) relevant information resulting from thousands of mine inspections conducted over this period;
(c) abandoned mine land inventory data obtained for all major coal producing states;
(d) research and development activities of state and federal technical service
staffs and technical centers;
(e) Small Operator Assistance Program (SOAP) data collected for all mines
producing less than 100,000 tons per year;
(f) Rural Abandoned Mine Land Program (RAMP) activities of the Department of Agriculture; and
(g) the programmatic efforts of numerous related federal and state agencies.
3 Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act of 1977 (SMCRA), Pub. L. No.
95-87, 91 Stat. 445 (codified at 30 U.S.C. §§ 1201-1328 (1982)).
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other permit applications and through its supervision of the
implementation of permit proposals in the field, is much better
able to determine the practicability of a particular reclamation
plan than is the applicant, this article therefore proposes transferring the burden of demonstrating that a permit should be
issued for a particular site from the applicant to the regulatory
authority.4 Such a modification in the current permitting process
would allow the industry to submit only a limited amount of
"intent to mine" information to the regulatory authority in
order to receive a mining permit. This shift would also allow
the regulatory authority to more quickly assess permit applications, to specify any unique design requirements necessary for
that site, and assist the applicant's design efforts. Ultimately,
these changes would greatly expedite final permit submittal.
Since this modification is in substantial agreement with the
critical permit provisions of SMCRA, implementation of the
proposals presented in this article would require only modest
changes in federal and state regulations. 5 Reversing this responsibility for demonstrating that a permit should be issued through
codification and use of the existing data base is estimated to
require two years for completion at a cost of less than $20
million. 6 More importantly, however, it would better protect the
environment while decreasing permit preparation costs.
This article will investigate the feasibility of modifying the
proof-gathering process within the context of legislative intent,

The term "permit" is defined as a "permit to conduct surface coal mining and
reclamation operations issued by the State regulatory authority ... or by the secretary .... " See SMCRA § 701(15), 30 U.S.C. § 1291(15) (1982). "Regulatory authority"
is defined in the Act as "the department or agency in each State which has primary
responsibility at the State level for administering this Act." Id. at § 701(22).
J This article is not intended to articulate the precise methodologies necessary for
implementing the proposed changes; rather, it is intended merely to identify the need
for such changes. The author will leave to others more expert in the regulatory amend-

ment process the task of addressing the measures required to bring about the changes
proposed here.
6 See Table 1 below for an example of the quantity and cost of information
already in existence. However, the values given for both the magnitude of expenditures
for data accumulation and the quantity of information obtained are extremely understated estimates, since the purpose is not to disseminate definitive budget or programmatic information, but rather to demonstrate the opportunity available for minimizing
future collection efforts by effectively utilizing the vast quantity of information already
in existence.
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related program provisions and other precedents. In addition to
making recommendations calling for the modification of informational responsibility by the use of incremental design and
decision activities, this article will also discuss the extent of prior
data collection efforts, data availability, and costs incurred to
date.

I.

PROPOSED CONCEPT

SMCRA lists as the first of thirteen major purposes 7 the

establishment of "a nationwide program to protect society and
the environment from adverse effects of surface coal mining
operations. ' 8 One of the primary regulatory provisions specifies
that under the program "[n]o person shall open or develop any
new or previously mined or abandoned site for surface coal
mining operations... unless such person has obtained a permit
from the State regulatory authority." 9 The Act also specifies the
permit application requirements to be observed by mine

TABLE I. ESTIMA TED INFORMATION UNITS
AND COSTS BY PROGRAM ELEMENT
DATA SOURCE

Permit Submittals
Environmental Monitoring
Inspection &Enforcement
Mineral Institutes
Abandoned Mine Land
Projects
Abandoned Mine Land
Inventory
Rural Abandoned Land
Program
Technical Services
Small Operator Assistance
Program
State &Federal Programs
Other Agencies
TOTALS

INFORMATION
UNITS

2,500,000
7,000,000
4,500,000
100,000

ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES
TOTAL PROGRAMMATIC
INFORMATION UNIT
COST (MILLIONS)
COST (MILLION $)
$100
$100
10
5
70
7
40
6

160,000

370

18

1,300,000

14

4

30,000
10,000

30
60

2
6

40
95

24
5
20

4,000,000
(undetermined)
(undetermined)

-

19,600,000

$829

' SMCRA § 102(a)-(m), 30 U.S.C. § 1202(a)-(m) (1982).
8 SMCRA § 102(a).
9 SMCRA § 502(a), 30 U.S.C. § 1252 (1982).

$197
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operators 0 and the nature of the reclamation plan to be submitted as one part of the permit application." The comprehensive nature of the information needed to complete the permit
application requires costly and time-consuming activities before
mining operations can begin.
The vast amount of information generated by more than
50,000 mine inspections has been augmented by a variety of
other sources, including: completion of a $12 million inventory
of 11,000 abandoned mine land problem areas; 2 numerous contracted and in-house research and development programs;" remedial measure requirements for more than 1,000 abandoned
mine land reclamation projects; 4 environmental impact statements (EIS) 5 and environmental assessments (EA)' 6 prepared
under the Act since 1977; continuous recording by mine operators of data concerning air and water quality; 7 and the program
products of other related agencies.
Unfortunately, this wealth of information is presently not
being utilized to facilitate the permitting process. The fact that
such vast amounts of information already exist in agency files
and data banks dictates that the burden of proving that the
mining permit application is in compliance with SMCRA, as well
as the burden of conducting determinative analyses of environmental impact of proposed mining operations, be shifted from
the individual applicant to state and federal regulatory authorities. Such a change would be the timely result, not only of seven
years of accumulated information, but also of program matur-

,oSMCRA § 507(a)-(g), 30 U.S.C. § 1257 (a)-(g) (1982).
SMCRA §§ 507(d), 508; 30 U.S.C. §§ 1257(d), 1258 (1982).
12 See supra note 6.
SeeSMCRA § 302, 30U.S.C. § 1222 (1982).
See SMCRA § 406(a) and (b), 30 U.S.C. § 1236(a) and (b) (1982).
OSM, PRoCEDURES FOR IMPLE ENTiNG THE NATIONAL ENvIRONMENTAL PoucY ACT
§ 1.5(e) (Jan. 1981) [hereinafter cited as NEPA PROCEDURES] (available in the Office of
Surface Mining and Reclamation and Enforcement, U.S. Department of the Interior). "An
EIS is prepared to analyze the context, duration, and intensity of impacts to the human environment as a result of the proposed action and alternatives. Its purpose is not to determine whether impacts will occur; this determination is a prerequisite to the initiating of the
EIS." Id.
6 Id. at §1.5(d), stating: "The purpose of the EA is to identify the impact of a proposed action, and to determine whether or not any of these impacts may or will have a significant effect on the human environment. If the EA concludes that significant impacts may
or will occur, an EIS is required."
-1 See SMCRA § 517(b), 30 U.S.C. § 1267(b) (1982).
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ation, operational experience, and reclamation results. Furthermore, the recommendation is premised on the belief that all
parties of interest have a right to use the environmental information data base already obtained, and that the state and federal
regulatory authorities have a responsibility to use their extensive
inter-disciplinary staff expertise to analyze, interpret and use this
information for the benefit of the public and the industry.
Shifting the burden of proof from the mine applicant to the
regulatory authority could easily be accomplished by incorporating a new permit application form. One possibility would be
to adopt a procedure previously devised by the OSM to allow
"informed judgments on permit applications for coal mining,"
so as to "not waste funds on unnecessary data acquisition."'"
The OSM format required an applicant to respond to 290 "yesno," "short narrative" and "tabular" questions directly keyed
to statutory and regulatory permit provisions.19 (See Table 2.)

11Office of Surface Mining, Draft of a Federal Lands Permit Application (Dec. 7,
1979) (available in the Technical Services Division of the Office of Surface Mining, Region

1).

0. Id.; see Table 2.
TABLE 2 - SAMPLE DATA FORMATS STANDARDIZED PERMIT APPLICATIONS
EXAMPLE I- TABULAR FORMAT
784.13
160. (a) Complete Table
Major Steps

Estimated Date
of Completion

Estimated
Cost

Backfillig
Topsoil
EXAMPLE 2- YES-NO FORMAT
782.16 AREAS UNSUITABLE FOR MINING
27. Is the proposed permit area within an area designated unsuitable for surface mining activities
.................................
....................................
YES NO
28.Isthe proposed permit area within an area under study for such designation inan administration

proceeding ...................................................
YES NO
EXAMPLE 3 - NARRATIVE FORMAT
817.22 TOPSOIL SUBSTITUTE SHEET
t2 Desciibe the substitute material and indicate results of laboratory analyses of composite sample
for parameters below:

Depthtothe material
Thickness of soil or overburden strata to be used
Source: Office of Surface Mining, DrqftofaFederalLand PermitApplication, Technical Service Division,
Region 1,December 7, 1979.
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Applicant response to such questions would enable logical information presentation, ease of completion, and equity of data
presentation between applicants. It would enable the regulatory
authority to more rapidly determine completeness and would
simplify the approval processes. A less detailed permit application, tied directly to the statutory requirements and utilizing a
format similar to that presented here, was submitted to and
favorably reviewed by the Alabama regulatory authorities as
early as February 1978. 20
In order to fully realize the procedural and cost efficiencies
of codified data utilization, current permit submittal and review
processes would require some modification. Consequently, the
following four phase process is proposed:
(1) Applicant notifies agency of intent to mine.
(2) Regulatory authority assesses the environmental consequences
considering known environmental data.
(3) Regulatory authority specifies the controlling constraints
and subsequent applicant design to conform with constraining
conditions.
(4) Applicant submitsfinal mining permit application, public
participation processes occur, and regulatory authority decision takes place.
Notification of intent to mine would involve the development
and submittal of data identifying the applicant 2' and providing
disclosures of past environmental performance,2 location of intended operations, 23 proposed operating methods and techniques,24 right of entry documentation,2 and descriptions of
watersheds and streams that could be affected.2 Such permit

C. Beasley, Application for Surface Mine Permit from Brilliant Coal to State of
Alabama (1978) (available at the Alabama Office of Surface Mining).
See SMCRA § 507(b)(1)(A), 30 U.S.C. § 1257(b)(l)(A) (1982).
SMCRA § 507(b)(6).
Id. at § 507(b)(9).
24 Id. at § 507(b)(7).
Id. at § 507(b)(1).
2 Id. at § 507(b)(10).
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data is not unlike that now utilized by the Small Operators
Assistance Program (SOAP). 27
Regulatory authority assessment of the environmental consequences of the proposed operation, within the context of known
and codified environmental data, would enable determination of
any unique environmental circumstances as well as specification
of any unique design criteria to be used by the applicant. Additionally, the regulatory authority could disclose any available
data relevant to permit preparation to the applicant for use in
the design process. The applicant would then develop detailed
designs in accordance with the remaining application
requirements2 and the reclamation and blasting plans. 29 Again,
the use of standardized information formats as shown in Table
2 would greatly simplify the process. Final permit submittal
would be accompanied by the public notices 0 and insurance
certificates mandated by the Act, 3 and the required performance
bonds32 would be furnished following permit approval but before
permit issuance.
Completion of the entire process should only require from
six to nine months: the notice of intent would involve standardized forms; the regulatory assessment would use codified data
bases; subsequent applicant designs would be expedited by early
knowledge of critical and controlling criteria; and final permit
approval or rejection would be quick and certain. Later system
improvements could possibly allow the initiation of mining operations after the regulatory assessmentphase. This would enable
pre-production development activities to begin prior to the completion of detailed design activities. Such refinements could effectively shorten the permit process to a three month period.

II. CURRENT PERMIT PROCESS
A proper understanding of the need for change must begin
with an examination of the current mine permit process. Under
the mandates of SMCRA, every mining operation must secure a

2

30 C.F.R. § 795 (1984).

- See SMCRA § 507(b)(1 1)-(17), 30 U.S.C. § 1257(b)(1 1)-(17) (1982).
29 SMCRA §§ 507(g) and 508, U.S.C. §§ 1257(g) and 1258 (1982).

"

SMCRA § 507(e).
IId. at § 507(f).
SMCRA § 509, 30 U.S.C. § 1259 (1982).
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mining permit prior to commencing mining operations." The
Act also sets forth in great detail the complex technical specifications which must be satisfied in order to have a permit issued .
In order to comply with these mandates, each applicant must
undertake extensive geological sampling, surveying, hydrological
testing, and environmental analyses. The geographical proximity
of the more than 4,000 currently permitted sites" has resulted
in extensive and often overlapping information collection, especially of regional environmental characteristics.
Although the need for change clearly exists in view of the
duplicative analyses which are currently required, it is possible
that several factors could preclude the suggested modification of
the permit process. If the permit is considered to be a regulatory
license, required as "a matter of promoting public health, safety
or welfare ' 36 or as "a privilege conferred by a public body on
a person" 37 or "permission to exercise a right or privilege which
has been subjected to regulation," 3 it may be difficult to justify
any regulatory modification of the statutory process since it is
traditionally up to the applicant to prove that he is worthy of
such a license, privilege, or permission. Acceptance of the proposed change may also be hampered by the apparently intentional assignment of burden-of-proof to the applicant party.
The legislative history of the Act exemplifies this intent, since
the assignment of the burden-of-proof to the applicant was
39
contained in both bills reconciled by the conference committee.
The wording of the Act as passed clearly states that "[t]he
applicant for a permit... shall have the burden of establishing
that his application is in full compliance with all the requirements

SMCRA § 502(a), 30U.S.C. § 1252(a) (1982).
14See supranotes 10 and I I and accompanying text.
11Such an estimate is an extremely conservative figure. According to Robert Nickel,
director of the Kentucky Natural Resources Cabinet, Division of Permits, 2,059 permits were
issued in Kentucky alone between January, 1983, when the first one was awarded, and December 31, 1984. See Judge halts strip-minepermitsfor land in broad-formcases (sic), Lexington Herald-Leader, Mar. 1, 1985, at A14, col. I.
-" BA.LENTINE'S LAW DICTIONARY 1081 (3d ed. 1969) (defining regulatory license).
37 Id. at 736 (defining license generally).
38 Id.
" The two bills that were reconciled were H.R. 2 and S. 7. Text of those bills and the
conference committee action is found at H. R. REP. No. 493, 95th Cong., 1st Sess. 103 (1977),
reprintedin 1977 U.S. CODE CONG. & AD. NEws 734.
i3
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of the applicable State or Federal program.' '4 Finally, the manner of stating the permit provisions in section 507(b) 4' and the
application of these provisions to the public benefit and proteca mandatory rather than
tion could be interpreted to indicate
42
permissive statutory construction.
A closer look at the legislative intent and historical setting
of the statute suggests that a more liberal construction of the
statute-one which would permit the suggested shift of the burden of proof of permit feasibility from the applicant to the
regulatory authority-is indeed possible.43 The significant environmental implications of permit rights and duties and the remedial nature of the statute also argue for a more liberal
construction." Furthermore, support may be found in related
provisions of the Act that require the regulatory authority to
assist in collecting and interpreting data45 and in provisions that
show the cooperative nature of the permit process. 46

, SMCRA § 510(a), 30 U.S.C. § 1260(a) (1982) (emphasis added).
41 "[Tihe permit application shall be submitted . . . and shall contain" SMCRA §
507(b), 30 U.S.C. § 1257(b) (1982) (emphasis added).
4 73 Am.Jua. 2D Statutes § 22 (1971) (wherein it is stated that "[wiords or phrases
which are generally regarded as making a provision mandatory include 'shall' ... and
'must' ").
41 73 Am.Jua. 2D Statutes (1971) also recognizes that:
There are cases in which words of a statute, which are generally regarded as
mandatory, are nevertheless given a directory or permissive meaning, in order to give effect to the legislative intent. Thus, a legislative intention that the
word 'shall' is to be construed as permissive may appear from the spirit or
purpose of the act, or from the connection in which it is used or the relation
into which it is put with other parts of the same statute .... The rule applies
where no advantage is lost, when no right is destroyed, or when no benefit is
sacrificed, either to the public or the individual, by giving it such construction.
Id. at § 25.
" 73 AM. Ju. 2D Statutes (1971) further states that:
It is a general rule of law that statutes which are remedial in nature are entitled to a liberal construction .... This is true of a statute ... implying an intention to reform or extend existing rights.
As in the case of all statutes, the primary rule of construction of remedial
statutes is to ascertain, declare, and give effect to the intention of the legislature. In the interpretation of remedial statutes, a special effort is made to avoid
a technical construction of the language used, and to give it a fair construction so as to promote justice.
Id. at §§ 278, 279.
- See SMCRA § 507(b)(11), 30 U.S.C. § 1257(b)(11) (1982) (hydrologic information
on the general area prior to mining is to be made available from an appropriate Federal or
State agency). See also 48 Fed. Reg. 43,985 (1983) (codified at 30 C.F.R. § 780.21 (1984)).
- See SMCRA §§ 101(k), 201(c)(10), 30 U.S.C. §§ 1201(k), 1211(c)(10) (1982).
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The cooperative nature of the regulatory process is shown
throughout the Act,'4 as is the desire for regulatory authorities'
assistance in the information gathering process.48 Congressional
desire for cooperation in the implementation of the Act is exemplified in regulations governing SOAP which state that "the
program administrator shall determine the data needed for each

applicant

.

. ."49

and that "[d]ata collected under this program

shall be made publicly available in accordance with §773.13(d)
of this chapter. The program administrator shall develop procedures for interstate coordination and exchange of data."5 0
Congress's desire for flexibility in informational development
and submittal is also shown by several of the Act's provisions,
as well as by Congress's recognition that selected information
could only be developed over time. Section 510(b)(3) clearly
indicates that the regulatory authority should be included in the
information gathering process and demonstrates the regional
character of much information by stating that one required
finding of the regulatory authority involves "assessment of the
probable cumulative impact of all anticipated mining in the area
on the hydrologic balance . .. by the regulatory authority." 5'
This flexibility is also evident in the permit approval process
since the process must consider "information otherwise available
which will be documented in the approval, and made available
to the applicant. 5 2 In addition, section 515(e)(5) enables the
regulatory authority to "promulgate specific regulations to govern the granting of variances in accordance with the provisions
of this subsection," especially when tied to the actual assessed
results of the field performance.

- SMCRA §§ 101-908, 30 U.S.C. §§ 1201-1328 (1982). In particular, § 201(c)(10) calls
for the regulatory authority to "assist the States in developing objective scientific criteria and
appropriate procedures and institutions," while § 101(k) explains that "the cooperative effort established by the act is necessary to prevent or mitigate adverse environmental effect."
. SMCRA § 507(b)(1 1), 30 U.S.C. § 1257(b)(1l) (1982). Subsequent regulations require federal and state agencies to provide information on hydrology, water quality and geology within the general area to the extent that this data is available. See 48 Fed. Reg. 43,985
(1983) (codified at 30 C.F.R. § 780.21 (1984)).
4948 Fed. Reg. 2,272 (1983) (codified at 30 C.F.R. § 795.9 (1984)).
10Id.at 2,273.
5- SMCRA § 510(b)(3), 30 U.S.C. § 1260(b)(3) (1982).
12 SMCRA § 510(b).
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Congress recognized that complete implementation of the
regulatory process must be left flexible to enable the authority
to take advantage of information gathered over time. This is
evident in provisions in which. the determination of probable
hydrologic consequence is "not to be required until such time
as hydrologic information on the general area prior to mining is
made available from an appropriate Federal or State agency, '5 3
or which specify that climatological factors need be provided
only "when requested by the regulatory authority.15 4 Perhaps
the most definite statement of intended flexibility is that of the
Conference Committee: "H.R. 2 included the provision to waive
certain test boring or core sampling analysis if the data were
already available . . . with respect to a specific application," 55
and that "the determination of hydrologic consequences with
respect to cumulative impacts of all anticipated mining would
not be required unless data were available .... "56 Congress
guaranteed that such flexibility would not be adverse to the
environmental protection to be obtained by the statute by providing for appropriate revision of the permit or the reclamation
7
plan during the term of the permit.
This comprehensive and liberal statutory construction may
be unnecessary, however, since neither federal nor state regulatory authorities nor industry participants appear to categorically
oppose a more flexible permit process. In response to recent
inquiries concerning the acceptability of a burden-of-proof shift,
several different positions were taken by representatives of the
mining interests. The Assistant Secretary for Land and Mineral
Management, Department of the Interior stated:
This shifting would be possible provided that the State/Federal
regulatory agencies have accumulated extensive baseline data
and have extensive interdisciplinary staff expertise to analyze,
interpret, and use this information for the benefit of the industry and the public. The Office of Surface Mining (OSM)
has recognized for some time that some information being

SMCRA § 507(b)(1 1), 30 U.S.C. § 1257(b)(I 1) (1982).
SMCRA § 507(b)(12).
" See H. R. REP. No. 493, 95th Cong., 1st Sess. 103 (1977), reprinted in 1977 U.S.
CODE CONG. & AD. NEws 734 (emphasis added).
s H. R. REP. No. 493 at 103 (emphasis added).
- SMCRA § 511, 30 U.S.C. § 1261 (1982).
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requested in the permit application package is already known
and reposited by the regulatory authority. However, this is not
true on a nationwide basis. Not all States have matured sufficiently in their operating experience to accumulate an extensive data base, according to OSM's annual evaluation of their
permitting process.58
While not objecting to the concept, but noting the great amount
of data to be processed and the expense involved, the Western
Technical Center of OSM suggested a variation:
Because the applicant is required to provide information to
support the regulatory authority's decision to approve a permit
we suggest an alternative concept.
By an undefined process (and unfunded), data by subject or
topic could be collected and published. This data and information could be used by the applicant for reference as appropriate with site-specific additional information.59
A similar cooperative attitude was expressed by the Illinois
regulatory authority, although concern for the guidelines of the
Act was also indicated.w° Another respondent with extensive
experience in the permit process approved the concept, and
suggested the Office of Technology Assessment (OTA) as a
possible objective assessment and funding source for the required
data codification efforts. 61 While the Mining and Reclamation
Council of America (MARC) supported the concept in theory,
it expressed the belief that there were not enough benefits to be
gained from adoption of the proposed changes to outweigh the
costs of implementation. The Council expressed concern over:
ITihe potential for extensive delays in permit preparation, as
regulatory authorities [RA's] may be slow in providing the
necessary data to complete a permit application; the likely
" Letter from Leona A. Power, Acting Asst. Sec. for Land and Water, U.S. Dept. of
Interior to Charles A. Beasley (December 7, 1984) (discussing shift in burden-of-proof). A
copy of this letter is on file in the offices of the Journal of Mineral Law & Policy.
,9Letter from Allen D. Klein, Administrator, Western Technical Center, OSM, U.S.
Dept. of Interior to Charles A. Beasley (December 26, 1984). A copy of this letter is on file in
the offices of the Journal of Mineral Law & Policy.
60 As evidenced by the response of the Illinois regulatory authority in a letter from Brad
Evilsizer, Director, Illinois Dept. of Mines and Minerals to Charles A. Beasley (November 25,
1984). A copy of this letter is on file in the offices of the Journal of Mineral Law & Policy.
68 Telephone conversation between Edgar Imhoff, former Regional Director, OSM,
and Charles A. Beasley (December, 1984).
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opposition of RA's as a result of the difficulty in cross-referencing permit information through manipulation of a central
data bank; the potential expansion of agency personnel to
maintain the data bank, which may subsequently impact operator costs should additional permit fees by levied to defray
expenses; and the impracticality of using regionalized or even
2
localized data points for site-specific data needs.6

III.

DATA AVALABITY

The magnitude of the vast quantity of information 63 relevant
to the permit process that has been generated in the seven years
since the passage of Public Law 95-87 can only be fully appreciated after a detailed analysis of the various sources of environmental information currently being gathered or available for
compilation.
The development and submittal of the permit application
and the accompanying reclamation plan provide a major source
of environmental information. The permit application process
requires 17 categories of information, 64 each of which involves
numerous individual information units. 6" The reclamation plan
requires, at a minimum, another 13 major categories of information.66 Section 515(b) contains 25 separate performance standards, each necessitating extensive data collection and engineering
design activities before the standards can be properly met. 7
Consequently, the information that has been accumulated from
permit submissions alone is vast. 68
62 Letter from Laurie M. Zell, Director of Government Affairs, Mining and Reclamation Council of America to Charles A. Beasley (January 10, 1985). A copy of this letter is
on rile in the offices of the Journal of Mineral Law & Policy.
61 See supra note 5 and accompanying Table 1.
- See SMCRA § 507(b), 30 U.S.C. § 1257(b) (1982). For example, the permit application must contain the names and addresses of every legal owner of the property, a list of any
previous or current permits or any pending applications for permits to surface mine issued to
or applied for by the applicant and a description of the type and method of coal mining, the
engineering techniques, and the equipment proposed to be used.
-, See SMCRA § 507(b)(14). For instance, the category of information concerning
maps or plans requires 41 items of information, much of which would have to be acquired
from existing rather than original data bases due to the cost and time of acquisition.
-Id. at § 507(d).
- See SMCRA § 515(b), 30 U.S.C. § 1265(b) (1982). For example, the general performance standards require the mined land to be restored to its approximate original contour and a condition capable of supporting the uses which it was capable of supporting prior
to any mining.
Assuming the existence of only 4,000 permitted sites, a minimum of 70 information categories, and an average of only ten (10) units of information per category, then more
than 2.5 million units of information have been submitted. Actual numbers could more than
double these values, since the numbers hypothesized are conservative estimates. See supra
note 35.
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In addition to the one-time submittal of information required
by the permit, the inspection and monitoring provisions of the
Act6 provide for continuous data recording. For example, these
provisions require the permittee to "establish and maintain appropriate records ... install, use and maintain any necessary
monitoring equipment and methods,... and provide such other
information ... as the regulatory authority deems necessary." 70
They also require operators of surface coal mining operations
which disturb "aquifers which significantly insure the hydrologic
balance of the water" to record surface drainage, ground water
levels, well and borehole data, and precipitation. 7 ' Finally, the
inspection and monitoring provisions require at least one partial
inspection per month and one complete inspection per calendar
quarter for the surface 72coal mining and reclamation operation
covered by each permit.
The data generated by information collected and then submitted to the regulatory authority for each site on numerous
water quality parameters and possible point sources of water
pollution is so extensive that it defies rational estimates.7" If it
is assumed that each permittee maintains only five records per
year for five parameters sampled on a monthly basis, more than
one million units of information would be recorded annually,
and more than seven million units would have been generated
to date. 74
- See SMCRA § 517, 30 U.S.C. § 1267 (1982).
- SMCRA § 517(b)(1).
7I Id. at § 517(b)(2).
See SMCRA § 507(c), 30 U.S.C. § 1257(c) (1982). Assuming only these minimal site
visit requirements have been met, the 64,000 annual inspections required for 4,000 permitted sites would have produced over four and a half million units of information to date if only
ten major parameters relevant to the permit process were noted per inspection. Such values
do not include any information from follow-up inspections, on-site hearings, or oversight
inspections required under state primacy. The inclusion of such additional data would substantially increase the inspection and monitoring data units.
" Water quality parameters under SMCRA include such items as suspended solids,
contained elements, chemical quality, and flow volume; point sources include such sources
as ponds, mines, preparation plants, tipples, and reclaimed areas. See 47 Fed. Reg. 45,382
(1982) (codified at 40 C.F.R. § 434 (1984)).
- Such estimates could be understated by a factor of ten, since only a slight increase in
the numerous parameters which could be requested and measured (including suspended solids, contained elements, chemical quality, flow volume and possible sites) would rapidly
multiply the estimates. For example, if the estimates given (5 records, 5 parameters, I reading per month, and 7 years of collection experience) actually resulted in data based on 7 records per operator, 20 parameters per record, 12 monthly observations per year, 6,000
operators and 7 years of experience, then a total of 701.5 million information units would
have been collected-a tenfold increase.
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Title III of the Act"s mandated the creation of State Mining
and Mineral Resources and Research Institutes, specifying that
such institutes should conduct competent mining and minerals
research with regard to the interrelationship between mining and
the natural environment. 76 The Act also appropriated funds for
"specific mineral research and demonstration projects of industry wide application... . 77Even if each of the thirty institutes
so created produced five basic studies per year7 and generated
only ten parameters per study relevant to the permit process,
15,000 data units would have been generated annually or more
than 100,000 units to date.
Another major program provision that has generated a large
quantity of relevant environmental data is Title IV of the Act
dealing with Abandoned Mine Reclamation. 79 This $200 million
annual program8° calls for the "protection of public health,
safety, general welfare and property from extreme danger of
adverse effects of coal mining practices,""' and mandates not
only active on-site reclamation but also the accomplishment of
related research objectives.82 Implementation of the abandoned
mined land program involved completion of a $12 million inventory of environmental information on more than 11,000
problem areas in all major coal-producing regions."3 If at least
100 parameters relevant to the permit process were recorded for
each site, more than one million units of information would

SMCRA §§ 301-309, 30 U.S.C. §§ 1221-1228 (1982).
SMCRA § 306.
SMCRA § 302(a)(1), 30 U.S.C. § 1222 (1982).
7' 1982/1983 INsT. FOR Mnro & MiN. RESEARCH AwN. REP. 120. This report covers
'

activities which were conducted by the Institute for Mining and Mineral Research (IMMR)
from July 1, 1982 to June 30, 1983. The index of projects lists five major research efforts
concerning Kentucky coal. These are as follows: (1) Resource Assessment and Characterization; (2) Mining, Reclamation and Environmental Effects; (3) Title III; (4) Atmospheric
Fluidized Bed Combustion; and (5) Liquefaction Research and Support.
SMCRA §§ 401-413, 30 U.S.C. §§ 1231-1243 (1982).
w The estimate of $200 million per year is an approximation of underground bituminous production (at 15e/ton) and 64 million tons per year of surface lignite production (at
10I/ton). These production figures reflect coal production for 1983 as transmitted by the
Dept. of Energy on March 19, 1985. The exact amount is $196.4 million.
SMCRA § 403(1), 30 U.S.C. § 1233(1) (1982).

See SMCRA § 403(4).
The $12 million estimate is based on the author's personal experience in managing
the Abandoned Mine Land effort, of which the inventory was one program element.
83
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have been generated with this inventory.Y In the three-year
interval since completion of this project, the expenditure of
approximately $800,000 annually for inventory maintenance
would have increased this information by at least ten percent a
5
year, resulting in a total of 1.3 million information units.
Furthermore, Title IV specifies that the required State Reclamation Plan shall address the intended projects and the reclamation of surrounding areas.86 Information generated by such
reclamation projects has been significant. Assuming that at least
1,600 state and federal reclamation projects have been completed
to date, 7 and that the inventory, design, construction and evaluation phases for each project generate at least 100 units of
pertinent information, the $370 million spent on reclamation to
date would have produced at least 160,000 information units.
Title IV also requires "measures for the conservation and
development of soil and water resources" and a conservation
and development plan setting forth the proposed land uses and
conservation treatment.su Approximately 280 conservation and
development projects were contracted for at a cost of more than
.$30 million. If each project generated an estimated 100 units of
reclamation information, then 28,000 additional data units of
reclamation information have been produced.
Several other areas have generated significant amounts of
data. For instance, the technical service division of OSM generates data through the development of the EIS's, EA's and
other environmental analyses required to meet several program
objectives.8 9 The conduct of in-house and contract research necessary to provide assistance to the states and industry in meeting

U Additional abandoned mine land information has been generated by the U.S. Department of Agriculture's Rural Abandoned Mine Land Program (RAMP). See 7 C.F.R. §
632 (1983).
1 The $800,000 annual inventory maintenance estimate is based on needs as set forth
in internal OSM abandoned mine land preliminary appropriation documentation materials
for fiscal year 1982.
" SMCRA § 405(e), 30 U.S.C. § 1235(e) (1982).
According to OSM, there is no way to find out precisely how many such projects
have actually been completed to date, but 1,600 is not unrealistic.
u SMCRA § 406(a) and (b), 30 U.S.C. § 1236(a) and (b) (1982).
" The Council on Environmental Quality regulations implementing the National Environmental Policy Act establish two different levels of environmental analysis-the EIS and
the EA. See generally NEPA PIocEDuRis, supra notes 15 and 16. The program objectives are
itemized in SMCRA § 102, 30 U.S.C. § 1202 (1982).
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mandated program standards and the investigation of lands
claimed to be unsuitable for mining have added additional data. 9°
Other technical service documents that have contributed more
than 6,000 pages of materials to this information base include
design manuals on spoil handling and disposal, 9 water diversion
structures and hydrologic control, 92 prime farmland considerations, 93 manuals listing data available, 94 numerous EIS and EA
volumes, 9 and various documents for the evaluation of lands
unsuitable petitions.
Numerous other information gathering activities relevant to
the permit process exist that were neither mandated nor mentioned by Public Law 95-87. Data relevant to the permit process
has resulted from the activities of federal and state forestry,
parks, mining, fish, wildlife and environmental protection agencies. 96 In addition, SOAP 97 was developed to provide permit data
assistance to operators producing less than 100,000 tons annually.9" It involves the designation and certification of qualified
laboratories to supply various types of hydrologic data for the
watershed area to be affected by the proposed operation." The
400 laboratories certified by SOAP have generated a significant
amount of hydrologic data. Assuming the existence of 2,000
small operators, a two year mine life, 70 information categories

10If only twenty percent of the total federal technical service expenditure of $60 million had been for projects producing information relevant to the permit process at an average cost of $250,000, and if each project had produced only 200 units of information, then
more than 10,000 information units would have been generated to date.
91 See, e.g., D. HOLMQUIST, M. MCCOMBER & J. ROBERTS, ENGINEERING AND DESIGN
DISPOSAL OF ExcEss SPOIL (1983) (available in the Library of the Eastern Technical Office of Surface Mining (OSM/TM-2-83)).
MANUAL FOR
92

See, e.g.,

SIMON Li & ASSOCATES, INC., SURFACE MINING WATER DIVERSION DE-

SIGN MANUAL (1982) (available in the Library of the Eastern Technical Office of Surface

Mining (OSM/TR-82-2)).
91 See, e.g., J. Divney & S. Tilmann, Soil Laboratory Approval Handbook (1980)
(available in the Headquarters Technical Library of the OSM (OSM-12)).
I OSM Reports Listing (1983) (available in the Headquarters Technical Library of the
OSM).
NEPA PROCEDURES, supranote 15, at § 7.3. For example, the length of an EIS text
averages approximately 150 pages, exclusive of appendices, but for proposals of unusual
complexity, the EIS may contain 300 pages.
"Examples include the extensive coal resource drilling and evaluation programs of the
U.S. Geological Survey and the environmental reclamation programs of the Bureau of Mines.
See 30 C.F.R. § 795 (1984).
30 C.F.R. § 795.6(a)(2).
" Id. at § 795.9(a).
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per permit, and 10 units of information per category, more than
four million units of information would have been generated to
date.
It is evident that Congress not only mandated the generation
of vast quantities of environmental information relevant to the
permit process, but also anticipated the proper dissemination
and cooperative use of such information. This is made apparent
by Title II of the Act,100 which requires the OSM to "maintain
a continuing study of surface mining and reclamation
operations"' 0 1 and "develop and maintain an Information and
Data Center ... which will make such data available to the
public and ... agencies."' °2 The same congressional intent is
also evident in Title III of the Act, 03 which requires that "[n]o
research . . . shall be carried out ... unless . . . all developments
resulting therefrom ... be available promptly to the general
public."' 4 Title IV105 further authorizes contractual studies to
provide appropriate information in regard to abandoned lands
reclamation.' ° Finally, Title V10 7 requires the regulatory authority to make information obtained during inspection and monitoring activities "immediately available to the public."'°s
IV.

PROPOSED PROCEDURE

That Congress intended the information base, developed and
made available by the Act, to be of subsequent use to all parties
to the regulatory process in modifying inefficient or ineffective
provisions is evident throughout the Act. However, several actions would have to precede a modification of permit application
procedures. The first would involve cooperative regulatory authority efforts.' °9 That such efforts are possible is indicated by:
(1)the current use of policy memoranda by many states in lieu
of regulation changes; (2) the anticipation that ultimately such

,0 SMCRA § 201, 30 U.S.C. § 1211 (1982).
1o,SMCRA § 201(c)(7).
102 Id.
at § 201(c)(8).
103SMCRA §§ 301-309, 30 U.S.C. §§ 1221-1228 (1982).
I- SMCRA § 306(d), 30 U.S.C. § 1226(d) (1982).
o, SMCRA §§ 401-407, 30 U.S.C. §§ 1231-1243 (1982).
See SMCRA § 401(b)(6), 30 U.S.C. § 1231(b)(6) (1982).
,7 SMCRA §§ 501-529, 30 U.S.C. §§ 1251-1279 (1982).
SMCRA § 517(f), 30 U.S.C. § 1257(f) (1982).
' See supra note 5.
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usage will lead to the issuance of permits at variance with federal
law; and (3) the absence of strong OSM disapproval of the
proliferation of law change by policy memoranda."10
A second precedent action would involve the codification of
those data found to be most pertinent to the permit process
from the 20 million units of relevant information currently available. Assuming 55 percent of the total base would constitute
pertinent information, $20 million would be required for systematic collection, codification, and trial use of such information."'
Such costs would be in line with prior experience in the collection, processing and presentation of similar types of environmental monitoring and inventory data, and with accepted levels
of productivity for data processing activities." 2 This cost would
appear to be acceptable relative to the $100 million of direct
permit expenditures and the $175 million of total information
3
costs incurred to date."
Successful processing and use of information already in existence would (a) enable the individual applicant to submit only
a limited amount of location, design, operating and reclamation
information similar to that required by the Small Operator Assistance Program (SOAP);" 4 (b) require regulatory authorities to
analyze and interpret this information within the context of the
existing data base; and (c) inform the applicant of specific design
constraints or operating requirements required by unique regional environmental attributes for the permitted property.
The cost savings to the industry are obvious since such
arrangements would curtail the repeated cost of again collecting
and analyzing information that already exists in regulatory authority files. Further refinement of the proposed process could
even enable mining operations to begin before the completion
of the details of the reclamation plan are complete. The modified
process would involve evaluation of the effectiveness of the

,,0 M. McGraw, The Legal Implications of State Primacy (undated unpublished manuscript available in the Law Library of Greenebaum, Doll & McDonald, Lexington, KY).
" The 55% of total base is an estimate of the portion of the total data generated to date
that would be directly relevant to the permit process. The $20 million is an estimate of data
codification costs based on informal discussions with Mr. David Dearth, Director of the
Computer Center, University of Missouri-Rolla.
M McGraw, supranote 110.
113 Id.

-" 30C.F.R. § 795 (1984).
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reclamation process through analysis of the results of field operating and reclamation activities, rather than by determination
of strict compliance with design standards."5 Accordingly, criteria for evaluating effectiveness of reclamation proposals would
be derived from practical experience in the field rather than
from the theoretical proposals of administrative personnel. Thus,
the proposed changes would be a practical process that would
emphasize applied systems rather than theoretical standards.
CONCLUSION

Proper evaluation of the modified permit procedures recommended here requires detailed analysis of the extent and
relevancy of the existing data base. Various agencies have been
suggested as the appropriate entity to perform such an evaluation
including the Office of Technical Assessment, the Office of the
Inspector General, Office of Management and Budget, the Council on Environmental Quality, or the Interstate Mining Compact
Commission. Furthermore, inter-disciplinary government and industry task groups could be formed to assemble and codify the
data bases and to develop, implement, and evaluate the recommended procedures. As has been shown, the data has been and
continues to be gathered; all that remains is to utilize that data
resource in SMCRA's permitting process.

Currently, surface coal mining operations are required to meet environmental protection performance standards as found in § 515 of Public Law 95-87. "General performance standards shall be applicable to all surface coal mining and reclamation operations and
shall require the operation as a minimum to .... SMCRA § 515(b), 30 U.S.C. § 1265(b)
(1982) (emphasis added).

